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VOLUNTEERING AND ITS REWARDS

Hello, my name is Bill Jost. I was born in the park and grew up here. When my parents got
older and decided to move to assisted living, I bought their house and moved my family
here. I have now been living here for over 20 years with my wife and daughter and started
volunteering at the community centre as soon as I moved back here.
I have been volunteering all my life on different boards and committees. When I got involved at the community centre, I started as a section rep and then, director on the board, president, past president, vice-president and even secretary when called on. The time on the
board has rewarded me with the happiness I have seen over the years in the faces of the
kids, seniors and families that have used the facilities and programming. There are always
grants available for programming - we just need to apply for them and have a volunteer(s)
run the programs that people wish to have. Another reward is meeting great families and
friends in the community.
I remember when I was a child here in the park, I spent most of my time at the club, playing
hockey, soccer, baseball, attending summer drop-ins (to play games, art, etc.). My dad and
other parents would flood the ice and hold picnics and events through the year, which all
the neighbors would show up for and enjoy. All the events were well attended by the community and we could not wait for the next event. Of course, back then we did not have the
technology we have now, but there is more to life than screen time - human interaction is
a great thing.
That is a little history of myself and my family. All these things can not happen without volunteers, as the city does not supply a lot of money to run the club. Volunteers are the backbone of our community centre and we cannot operate without them. Many of the board
members have been here for years, and are always willing to help out, but with all the new
younger families moving in to the park it is always nice to get new people on the board in
different positions. While taking on some positions might seem overwhelming, they really
aren’t. We are lucky enough to have a great board and support system.
Our annual general meeting will be held this fall (October). Take the summer to think over
volunteering at the club and keep the tradition going. If we do not have volunteers, we do
not have a club to go to. If you have any questions about volunteering or the club please
contact me at vp@wildwoodcc.ca.
Bill Jost, Section C
"Volunteers are the backbone of our community centre and we cannot operate without them."

Reflections from Coach Ashley

In 2018, I responded to a call for volunteers to coach hockey in the Wild n’ Woodsy (like
you are reading, right now!). Looking back, I had no idea what I was getting myself into –
I was brand new to the community, had no children in the program, and had never
coached before. But I learned quickly that the program has a large support network and
cherished history. The co-coaches and coordinator provided helpful input on practice
plans. The parents who joined on-ice would cheerfully ask every week how they could
help. And of course, the players were not shy about letting me know which games they
liked best! Coaching Jackrabbits alongside Delaney Jost and Noah Ray, with plenty of guidance from
long-time coordinator Rose Bushuk, has been an incredibly rewarding experience. The Wildwood
Jackrabbits Hockey Program is truly special. It’s an affordable, accessible, community-led program that
puts fun and skills development first, and introduces children to the joy of playing on an outdoor rink.
Ashley Erhman

Volunteer with Jackrabbits Hockey this winter!

And now, the Wildwood Jackrabbits Hockey Program is looking for two people to provide leadership
as a Coordinator and a Head Coach! If you enjoy hockey, this is a great chance to get involved and
support a community-led program either on the ice or off. Consider the following:
•
•
•
•

Prior experience isn’t necessary. Former volunteers would be willing to help you learn the ropes.
You’ll be working with a team of other enthusiastic volunteers! Noah Ray and Luke Bushuk
have already committed to be assistant coaches.
There are parents on the ice to help out.
There is a collection of practice plans, drills, and game ideas to draw from – you are not starting
from scratch!

The Coordinator acts as a liaison with the Wildwood Park Community Centre Board and the parents,
handles registration and email communications throughout the season, and plans the year-end Wind Up
party with the help of the coaching staff.
The Head Coach (or co-coaches!) is responsible for planning and running each practice. They provide
direction to assistant coaches and on-ice parents/guardians, and teach players basic skills. There are no
teams in Jackrabbits, so the coaching volunteers act as one unit.
The Jackrabbits Philosophy
Jackrabbits is an outdoor ice program designed to
teach skating and hockey skills in a fun, noncompetitive environment to children ages five to
eight. It is run solely by volunteers. The program
is not affiliated with minor hockey
organizations, and is not meant to replace or
compete with those programs. Rather,
Jackrabbits draws families to the rink who are
looking for a low-key introduction to the
game. Parents/guardians are encouraged to
come onto the ice with their children.
Interested? Contact manager@wildwoodcc.ca to learn more!

Illustration: Hailey Asquin
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THE CASTELANE TEAM

613 South Drive

Proud Sponsors of Easter Seals. Every Castelane Team Sale helps send a kid to camp!
Through every Wildwood park sale, the Castelane team will donate to the wildwood community centre.
Born, raised & currently living in the neighbourhood – Attended Oakenwald, Viscount Alexander, Vincent Massey & the UofM.

THE CASTELANE TEAM
Brett & Cole Castelane
www.castelane.mb.ca
@thecastelaneteam

Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) Immunization
Leaf-eating Caterpillar Spraying
Needle Cast Treatment
Since 2003, Treehuggers has led the effort to protect Winnipeg's trees.
We specialize in the immunization of Emerald Ash Borer Beetles, control
of leaf-eating Caterpillars and the treatment of Needle Cast.
• Over 16 years serving Wildwood Park
• Treehuggers uses pesticides listed
by the Organic Materials Review
Institute (OMRI)
• Tree health assessment

KEEP YOUR TREES
SAFE THE ECO
FRIENDLY WAY

Covid Compliant
meetings and
document signings.
Please take care.

• Licensed and insured
• Tree health specialist
• COVID-19 compliant. We are
dedicated to your safety and ours

204.297.0767

treehuggerswpg@gmail.com
www.TreehuggersWinnipeg.com

Enjoy a worm and bug
free zone while you spend
more time at home!
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HELLO NEIGHBORS!
As a resident of WWP and like most, I am frustrated with the lack of
attention our section and major roads in the neighborhood receive.
Considering the amount of residents, private school vehicles and
25 busses, 2x a day that use these roads, they need to be safer and
in better shape to accommodate!
The collective tax dollars that are paid in this area are quite substantial and I feel that we as a community deserve better. Over the last
couple years I have been in touch with Sherri Rollins’ office only to
receive information on future studies and possibilities, meanwhile
our roads deteriorate with every passing day.
There will be a petition put in every mailbox in the area on Thursday June 10th to ask for action on this. I ask that everyone in
your household to please sign and put back in the mailbox for
Sunday June 13th to be picked up. I will then submit the completed forms to Sherri Rollins with the hopes of achieving some action
sooner than later.
If you are unable to complete it and put it back in your mail box
during this time and would like to, please leave a comment on the
What I Love about WWP’s fb page and I will contact you to make
arrangements.
Our roads have not had any attention other than a re-surfacing of
asphalt a couple years ago on North Drive and Section I had a concrete re-do in the early 80’s.(which is still amazing and should be
done to the rest) Oakenwald is a bike route and should be made
safe to walk, bike, park and drive on. The space is already there, it
just needs to be refinished properly.
I thank you all in advance for your support in bettering our community.

Roy B.
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The Games People Play
Realtors continue to shout from the rooftops “that if
you’re thinking of selling your home, now’s the time”
and truthfully, it is! The reality is the number of homes
for sale continues to be low. Or more accurately put,
the number of really nice homes for sale is even lower.
“Problem” homes that would have had difficulty selling
in the past, are now being “given a fresh coat of paint”
and listed for sale. Let the games begin!
Anytime the market has more buyers than sellers,
the opportunity exists for what some would call
creativity or the entrepreneurial spirit. As both
a creative (worked in radio for 14 years) and an
entrepreneur (owned multiple businesses), I believe I’m
uniquely qualified to call it what it is - gamesmanship!
Unfortunately, the gamesmanship is resulting in a lot
of unnecessary stress and frustration, for both buyers
and sellers. So it’s time we pull back the curtain and
call it what it is. If you choose to be enlightened, read
on as I shed light on two examples.
Game 1 - Cash Deals. Interestingly, more and more
offers to purchase are unconditional, meaning they
are not subject to any conditions. From a seller’s
perspective, this is fabulous, as it removes the risk of
someone offering a high purchase price, only later to
walk away by not being able to remove a condition.
Conditions such as “an inspection” or “financing”, used
to be the norm. While inspections were first to fall by
the wayside, now it seems that the financing condition
has followed. At this point, as a seller you should be
asking yourself, well if there’s no financing condition,
then it must be a cash deal. Unfortunately, that’s
typically not the case. Take a closer look at the Offer
To Purchase and you’ll find that a mortgage represents

a portion of the purchase price. Hopefully, the
amount is clearly indicated,so you can ascertain
whether it’s high ratio or low ratio mortgage. As a
seller, be extremely cautious if it indicates “by cash
or mortgage” as there’s no way to determine the risk.
And the amount of risk is directly proportional to
whether the purchaser can actually close or not. The
lesson, as a seller, cash deals are great, transparency
is better - “show me the money!”
Game 2 - Listing Price vs Selling Price. In fairness,
there can always be extenuating circumstances
where a sale price is significantly more than the
listing price. The problem lies when this not only
starts becoming the norm, but the spread between
the list price and the sale price is $50,000 or
greater! You heard right, there have actually been
sale prices which were $100,000 - $150,000 greater
than their list prices! The optics is further troubling
when the listing agent is also the selling agent - in
other words they’ve doubled ended the deal. I’m
not sure how you convince your seller to list at price
A and then convince your buyer to buy at price B,
which is $100,000 more! One would think they’re
two different homes! The lesson, as a buyer, view
the list price with “caution”. What’s important is the
market value of the home - period. And your realtor
should be able to tell you that.
In closing, whether you’re a buyer or a seller,
hopefully your realtor is making you aware and
explaining these and any other potential games.
Collectively, the shout from the rooftops should be
“Let the games end”!

WILDWOOD RESIDENT 20 YEARS!
40 Years Experience!

• Appraisals • Property Insurance • Mortage Underwriting
• Inspections • Construction
• Real Estate

• Marketing

1% for Wildwood – back to the community

Need Help?
CORY MOSPANCHUK

204.771.9711

REALTOR®

corymos@shaw.ca

Carrie Realty
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOUND

HELP WANTED

A plastic snow saw was left at
the Snow Village this winter.
If it is yours, call Bob at (204)
230-9927 to reclaim.

An avid gardener in the park
seeks experienced helper for
the season. Phone Rosemarie
Finlay at 204-477 5649.

YOUR AD HERE

HELP WANTED

Neighbours can place a classified in the Woodsy free of
charge.
POEM

there is
nothing left
to worry about
the sun and her flowers are
here.
- rupi kaur

We have the best volunteers
in Wildwood, we really do! If
you're able to offer up your
time and join this stellar crew,
we've got some important positions to fill this year. We're
currently looking for:
- Section A Rep
- Section H Rep
- Manchester S Rep
- President
- Jackrabbit Hockey Coaches

OUR VOLUNTEERS
Section Reps
A - Vacant
B - Glen Grist
C - Don Oldcorn & Naomi Oldcotton
D & North Drive - Craig Christie & Gwendolyne Nyhof
E - Doris Lepine
F - Drew Carmichael
G - Deborah Capek
H - Vacant
I - Rose Bushuk
J - Ken McKim
Manchester N - Hugh Penwarden
Manchester S - Vacant
South Drive - Paul Infuso
Oakenwald - Rae Saville & Kevin Mills
Programs & Committees
Club Rentals - Doris Lepine
Canteen Manager - Karen Kampen
Fall Canvass Coordinator - Deborah Capek & Bill Jost
Jackrabbit Hockey - Vacant
Jackrabbit Skiing - Adam Gerhard & James Aikin
Ice Convenor- Bill Jost
Mini Soccer- Ken McKim
Wild & Woodsy - Caitlin Spencer & Deborah Capek
Board Executive

Board Directors

President - Vacant
Vice-President - Bill Jost
Treasurer - Eric Sizeland
Secretary - Andrea Powell
Past-President - Cindy Miller

Alan Kent
Bill Jost
Deborah Capek
Paul Infuso
Hugh Penwarden

Club Manager
manager@wildwoodcc.ca

Virtual BOARD MEETING
Our volunteer Community Centre Board meets on the first
Tuesday of each month, September to June.

SEPT 7, 2021 - 7:00PM
- NEXT MEETING OCTOBER 5TH, 2021 Email secretary@wildwoodcc.ca for a Zoom invitation to
attend the meeting or for a copy of the minutes.
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NEW AD INFO
COST

$200.00 + GST / year

RUN 		

1 year = 10 issues

SIZE 		

2.5" x 3.75" (1/8 page)

CONTACT

wildwoodsy@gmail.com

FORMAT

.PDF or .JPEG

More info at wildwoodcc.ca/newsletter

Fort Garry United Church

100-4-100 Community Cleanup Month
May 29th marks the start of our community cleanup
event. To help celebrate 100 years of Fort Garry United
Church, we want to work together to collect 100 bags
of trash.
All community members are welcome to join us in helping clean up our city. This event will be running all
June long, so everyone will have plenty of time to get
together with their families or households to participate together while following provincial COVID guidelines.
You can stop by the church between 10:00 a.m. and
12:00 p.m. on Saturday, May 29th, to pick up supplies,
or use your own. We’ll be handing out garbage bags
from Take Pride Winnipeg, and church centennial
t-shirts.

Dress for Success Winnipeg is working towards re-opening
for scheduled client appointments, so if you are looking to
book and appointment for a client, please contact Melissa
at dfswinnipeg@swfic.org
We are unfortunately not able to accept any clothing donations at this time.
Take good care of yourself, your family and your community.

Fort Garry Women's Resource Centre
We are continuing to find ways to fundraise virtually for Fort
Garry Women’s Resource Centre. Today we are launching
our Spring Into Summer 50/50 Draw!

Please drive up to the front sidewalk of the church and
stay in your vehicle where we’ll hand you your package.
Once you’ve filled your garbage bag, send us a picture
at fguc@shaw.ca. The photos will then be shared on
our website so we can all see each other’s progress as
we work towards collecting 100 bags of trash.
Click HERE to learn more about community cleanups
in Winnipeg.

South Winnipeg Family Information
Centre & Dress for Success Winnipeg
800 Point Road

Our offices are currently open however, all on site, in-person
activities at South Winnipeg Family Information Centre and
Dress for Success Winnipeg are suspended until further notice as our building is closed to the general public.
Just launched – NEW Babysitter Training and Ready, Set,
Solo! courses for youth, NOW ONLINE!
Click here for more information
We are currently hosting a variety of ONLINE parenting support courses so please check out our new, Winter 2021
online parenting program schedule!

Notice: The Wild & Woodsy is a community newsletter that welcomes submissions, suggestions and viewpoints of
community residents. The content of various articles contained in the newsletter does not necessarily represent the
opinions or views of all community residents, the Wildwood Community Club, or its Executive Board or members.
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WHACC’s New Plan for a New Decade and How you Can Help
Wildwood
Forest Volunteer Update
For those of you unfamiliar with WHACC, it’s a resident group dedicated to
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resulted in fewer suitable GT applicants. Couple that with volunteer fatigue and
Road in an attempt to ‘beautify’ Manchester Blvd. The lawn at the end of the Witchy Path and Point Rd is the area
WHACC has decided that sponsoring a Green Team is no longer feasible.
that was cleared before a group of momsThe
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shrubs can grow. Unchecked, Ground Elder, Lily of the Valley, Bellflower and
Canada Thistle could ultimately destroy our forest, preventing any regeneration.
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continue tree planting in the future is two-fold and that’s where the residents come
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time to pull them out or cut them down for maximum effect. Likely, we’ll
have notices via the social media to come out on a particular evening or
evenings to pull or cut down the specific invasive. WHACC volunteers will
show residents the best way to deal with the invasive and point out what

On both sides of the central sidewalk in the forest between sections A&J and SJR, the Green Team surrounded the
incredibly invasive Ground Elder, covered the east side with 6” of woodchips and on both sides planted native species and dogwoods.
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What You Can Do about the Invasives to Protect our Forest
Don’t dump anything; soil, construction debris but especially garden waste into the forest.
That’s likely where the invasives came from.
Be very careful with ‘meadow’ seed mixes. They often contain weeds which can become invasive.
Here’s the current invasives and how we recommend you help control them:
The #1 rule is get them at the flowering stage before they go to seed.

Photo by Hugh Penwarden

Photo Property of MAFRI

Bellflower is in all the forests. It is incredibly easy to pull
out at the flowering stage. A firm steady tug should also
get the roots.

Canada Thistle is in all the ballfield plantings, the forest opposite Sec A&B and in the meadow. Cut it ½ way
down when the flowers start developing.

Photo by Hugh Penwarden

Photo by Hugh Penwarden

Lily of the Valley and Ground Elder will be managed by WHACC using the same methods as the GT.
Learn your invasives and remember If in doubt; don’t pull it out!
Email Hugh at wildwoodparkforest@gmail.com if you’re unsure.
We are blessed to live in beautiful Wildwood Park.
We owe it to ourselves and future generations to preserve our forest.
Thanks to all the volunteers who have attended the planting events and are helping now.
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Click here for 9 Surprising Facts About
Ladybugs - for instance, did you know
ladybugs are technically beetles?

REFLECTIONS ON JACKRABBITS HOCKEY PROGRAM
by Rose Bushuk

After moving to Wildwood Park in late 2013, we learned of the many activities offered through the community centre. Both our boys had started skating, each around the age of two, and it was time at ages four and seven to begin
learning Canada’s great game! After our family’s participation in two seasons of Jackrabbits Hockey, the coaching
crew of Reagan and Leigh Gruener and Trevor Ray and his wife, the coordinator, Janine Ennis, needed to pass the
torch as their kids had grown out of the program. Knowing first-hand how much fun our kids had in the program, I
remember reading an article in the Woodsy and feeling that there was no way we could let this program go by the
wayside. So, I took on the coordination role, and my husband, Don helped to coach. Another dad Kirk Penton and
a grade 12 Vincent Massey student Ryan Wahl wanted to give back to the community and came forward to coach.
Janine was very helpful to me as I learned the ropes.
I have found it very rewarding coordinating the program since the 2016-2017 season. Reflecting on my involvement
with the Jackrabbits Hockey Program at our Olympic-sized rink, I found myself delving into the history and origin of
the program in Winnipeg and at Wildwood. I wanted to learn about the previous people who have given their time,
enthusiasm, and energy to the kids of the community over the years. I recently discovered that there are connections Don and I have to the founder of Jackrabbits, Ted Bigelow: Dave Quinton, a neighbour and long-time family
and tennis friend; Reagan Gruener who has coached our youngest in organized hockey for three seasons; and Greg
Thomas, another long time tennis friend. All three played hockey with Ted!
In 1979, Ted Bigelow took some local kids to the cross-country ski championships in Whitehorse, where they won a
ton of medals, so they wondered, “Why wouldn’t we do this all over?” So, they developed a Jackrabbits Ski manual
shared all over Canada and the United States as a junior national development program. Many Olympic skiers have
participated in the junior Jackrabbits Ski program.
In 1991, Ted was asked to coach hockey at Riverview for his three boys. He told the board he would coach a different way, which is when he decided to incorporate Jackrabbits cross-country skiing into Jackrabbits Hockey with
the same philosophy of no teams, just one team and lots of fun developing skills. Ted called his long-time friend
and hockey buddy Dave Quinton about helping him to run the new Jackrabbits Hockey Program. Ted lived in the
Riverview area, and although Dave lived in Fort Garry, he had three boys the same age as Ted’s just starting in hockey, and so together they coached the eager kids of the Riverview community. Dave recalls how they “tried to make
the skating drills fun and focus on each child’s strength. It truly was fun for kids and parents. A wind-up was held at
the end of the season where each child received a hand-carved wooden award describing their specific strength.”
Ted’s background was in physical education, and he worked as Coach Coordinator for Sport Manitoba for three
decades and attended many Canadian and international games representing Manitoba. He was inducted into the
Canada Games Hall of Honour in the Builder category in 2017. He had a tremendous amount of enthusiasm, Dave
notes, as is also echoed by Greg Thomas who remembers Ted as being particularly good at encouraging beginners
and “persuading them on the road to the Olympics.”
Ted himself (who lives in BC now) recalls (thanks for interviewing him Leigh!) that the second year running, they
had about 110 kids on the ice, as kids were coming from different areas of the city, and this is how the Jackrabbits
program spread to other places like Wildwood Park and Roblin Park and a few other CCs. One of the mothers was
a writer for Sport Manitoba in marketing and wrote out a manual for Jackrabbits Hockey, and it took off from there. Ted started it up in Wildwood Park around 1993 or 1994, and it was never cancelled due to cold weather—they
could never get a hold of anyone as there was no internet or texting back then!
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By September or October’s Woodsy, I would love to have all the names of the Wildwood Jackrabbit volunteers outlined! The program had a break for a bit and then started back up in Wildwood in 2004 but we do not know who it
was who started it back up. So anyone who knows, please come forward and let us fill in the history blanks!
The best parts of my volunteering were:
1. Seeing the sheer joy on the kids’ faces on the ice and at snack time, and at the wind-up pizza party receiving
their awards
2. The opportunity to meet so many families from Wildwood and surrounding areas and to collaborate with some
wonderful people like Janine (who helped me immensely in my first year coordinating), Reagan, Leigh, Kirk,
Ryan, Delaney, Bill (Delaney’s Dad, the ice convenor), Paul (past canteen manager), Ashley and Tom, our ice
maker! Also, great meeting the parents who helped on the ice.
3. A refugee family participating and learning to skate within days of taking to the ice for the first time!
4. Hearing that one of the graduates of Jackrabbits from section A (Luke R.) became the captain of his Flyers hockey team and seeing consistent Jackrabbits youth volunteers, Nicholas and Cadence C. out in the wider community refereeing organized hockey games for minor hockey.
5. Our oldest son, Luke, indicating that he wants to continue to help out and volunteer with the program along
with Noah Ray (Janine and Trevor’s son).
6. Feeling a real sense of pride in keeping a long tradition going and now learning just a few days ago of the small
degrees of separation to the program’s founder and didn’t even know it!
7. Hearing the kids knock their sticks on the ice and cheer together: “1-2-3 Jackrabbits!”
Jackrabbits Hockey is such a positive program. Now it needs some new fresh faces to take over the reins and be a
part of a long history of engaging volunteers who brought joy to kids’ faces as they enjoy Canada’s greatest winter
tradition. Judging by all the pandemic backyard rinks in Wildwood this past winter, there must be some hockey parent out there who could coach, and maybe their partner would be able to coordinate! As Janine helped me, I am
more than willing to help the next coordinator with the transition year and give you all the information and answer
any questions. And for the coaching part, many have gone before who we can connect you with, and many resource
materials will help get you primed for the head coach role. You may also have new fresh ideas to throw into the mix!
It is a rewarding family program with a fabulous tradition, and I am so grateful that I got involved.
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THE CASTELANE TEAM

SOLD
526 Manchester Blvd S
Fort Garry

613 South Drive
Fort Garry

6 Tillbrook Place
Charleswood

214 Girton Blvd
Old Tuxedo

766 & 770 Crescent Drive
Fort Garry

900 & 896 Elmhurst Road
Charleswood

Born, raised & currently living in the neighbourhood – Attended Oakenwald, Viscount Alexander, Vincent Massey &
UofM. The Castelane Team will donate to the Wildwood Community Centre through every Wildwood sale!

THE CASTELANE TEAM
Brett & Cole Castelane
www.castelane.mb.ca
@thecastelaneteam

